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*Description:*
At ELUNA 2008, the EL Commons initiative was announced (see below).

"Ex Libris Launches Open-Platform Program, Reaffirming its Commitment to Openness as a Core Company Value
The Ex Libris open-platform strategy brings the Company's tradition of openness and community collaboration to center stage
Jerusalem, Israel — June 29, 2008. Recognizing the principles and practice of openness already embodied in the Ex Libris environment, Ex Libris Group has embarked on formalizing its strategy of developing open products. A setting in which open interfaces are readily available enables the library community to integrate Ex Libris components with other software elements more easily and to collaborate with colleagues on application development.

*Resolution:*
EL Commons has been superceded by the Community Knowledge Center customer-contributed

- Alma information at [https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge](https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge);
- Primo information at [https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Community_Knowledge](https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Community_Knowledge);
- etc.
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